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AR Comics

Result Details

Question

08 I want to see regression to...
Answers

261
290%

Skips

0
0%

0% 20% 40% COUNT PERCENT

Baby 103 39.46%

Teenage 66 25.29%

Adolescent 65 24.9%

Other 27 10.34%

Please help us understand why you selected this answer
Comments

103

19,802,054

makes for more fun stories Today, 7:07PM

19,794,587

I prefer regression of adult women to teenage/tween/adolescent. I'm less enthusiastic about straight regression
to baby, though can live with it if its the conclusion to a gradual regression.

Today, 2:03PM

19,785,459

Regression to adolescent the door for many ideas. at this age the character become helpless under the supremacy
of other characters such as sisters or girls at school. This hit many targets with one arrow. It reveal role reversal
more than any other age because the regressed character is for example a girl under puberty (not a teenager)
makes her losses the good shape and curvy body be humiliated more from other characters and at the same time
not a baby so she could be aware of what happening and react with words and be spanked or sent to school or
dominated by other characters while she is still struggling for her dignity. Also if the character was superior like a
teacher or mother or bigger sister and she turns into a girl it will be so much fun to see student girls at school
dominating her or she enroll again in kindergarten.

Today, 8:38AM

19,776,978

process until around 6-7 is interesting for me. I don't care if you go further, but the process ain't important
anymore then. But if it's important for the plot, so be it ^^ Today, 1:14AM

19,772,729

any younger and they cant interact with their world Yesterday, 7:00PM

19,758,888

I like seeing ar to teenage or adolescent, but its more to do with story line. i like it if ar more stick in humiliating
sitiations. maybe small petite woman being shown up by more bigger bustier young girls (maybe beach or
showers)or teens strugling to keep up with friend and little sisters.

Yesterday, 4:14AM

I'm good with them all; it's both harder to depict and less interesting to pull a regression on a 'grandma' than a
'hot middle age woman' afterall (Grandma has been out of touch for much longer and isn't as obscest with sexual
behavior). The only fear that I see from the community is the taboo of associating any sort of sexual appeal Yesterday, 2:46AM
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19,756,261

behavior). The only fear that I see from the community is the taboo of associating any sort of sexual appeal
toward children and as long as that context is avoided, regression is in and of itself, a rather appealing and
amusing way of telling a story!

Yesterday, 2:46AM

19,753,675

Not sure what "teenage" and "adolescent" mean in this context. I most enjoy AR to pre-teen/early teen ages. 10-
14, or so.

Yesterday, 12:34AM

19,733,984

Adds more to the plot as they adjust to the change
Saturday, Feb 4th
8:22PM

19,729,838

Baby, Toddler, Pre-pubescent, since it goes great with humiliation
Saturday, Feb 4th
7:19PM

19,727,424

I'd prefer to see a gradeschooler who still wears diapers
Saturday, Feb 4th
5:16PM

19,724,999

I'm alright with all of the above, though I lean more heavily towards both teenage and adolescent. I wouldn't mind
seeing a comic with all three. I mentioned Bojay's magic dice comic earlier and the different ages that the
characters were regressed to made it interesting. For example, Rita regressed to twelve years old allowed her
regress a great deal while still maintaining the ability to interact and punish the four year old Carl and interact
and be punished by the adult Chloe.

Saturday, Feb 4th
2:58PM

19,724,171

Prefer regression/progression towards a sexually active age, so teenage is the lowest I want to see really

(although temporary non-sexual dips into younger ages are ok and usually amusing, I prefer characters who are
able to have some kinky fun with the transformations and anything below ~15 is a waste.)

Saturday, Feb 4th

2:13PM

19,721,408

-> It has a certain humiliation factor (esp. in high school) that I like to see when the Victim surpasses their bullies
at their own game.

Saturday, Feb 4th
11:56AM

19,716,769

like I sayd unborn but all the above are good too
Saturday, Feb 4th
9:23AM

19,716,684

Any sort of regression is fine with me, if handled in the right way.
Saturday, Feb 4th
9:21AM

19,702,457

Specifically toddler between 18 months and 3 years old. And it's because I like regression in that age range and it
is not too young but not too old to be out of diapers and babyhood in general.

Saturday, Feb 4th
3:24AM

19,702,239

Toddler is fun. You still have enough control to kind of be indipendant, but too small and weak to really fight
back.

Saturday, Feb 4th
3:18AM

19,701,238

Child aging 6-10
Saturday, Feb 4th
2:53AM

19,698,819

Teen and Todler & the ages inbetween
Saturday, Feb 4th
1:47AM

19,692,128

I like when the regressed person can voice their pleasure or, preferably, displeasure with their new situation.
Regression to a baby usually takes out that option and I'm not that interested in diaper play.
Teenage is a nice stop along the AR process but I usually prefer they continue younger still.

Friday, Feb 3rd
10:42PM

Friday, Feb 3rd
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19,691,082

I prefer they regress to kids or toddlers, regressing to teenagers isn't bad either.
Friday, Feb 3rd
10:23PM

19,690,605

Prefer AP over regression
Friday, Feb 3rd
10:11PM

19,689,007

Childhood is fine. Teenage and adolescent is great, but it's when the character gets to childhood that they know
things have gone too far, and it's more difficult to keep up the illusion of normality. Which is more fun!

Friday, Feb 3rd
9:32PM

19,683,889

A baby is more AB kind of stuff and teenage allows the regressed still too many options. For me adolescence was
a humilating and awkward time and that is what I enjoy.

Friday, Feb 3rd
7:41PM

19,682,993

I like powerful mature woman to helpless baby
Friday, Feb 3rd
7:26PM

19,682,880

Babyhood doesn't really interest me. Teenage or young adolescent has more potential for the person regressed to
have to deal with being younger than he should be-- and adults being more suspicious that he is trying to "pull
something" and lying. Babies are considered innocent, young adolescents, particularly boys, are considered
anything but.

Friday, Feb 3rd
7:24PM

19,681,292

i dont like all the way to infancy but other than that i love it
Friday, Feb 3rd
6:36PM

19,677,728

I mostly like a very SLOW regression where you can see them becoming less mature, with baggy clothes. I don't
like them become very little and i don't like it happening very quickly.

Friday, Feb 3rd
4:21PM

19,677,238

I'd prefer for them to be comprehensive of what happened, and possibility of having sex in the comic. So Id prefer
if they regressed to about the start of puberty.

Friday, Feb 3rd
4:04PM

19,673,109

It was tough to choose a favorite age that I'd like to see a character regressed to. But I guess my favorite is a when
a character is regressed until he's just on the other side of puberty. That was a great age.

Friday, Feb 3rd
2:48PM

19,672,395

Toddler or Infant is great but should be a male with female caretaker. (Girlfriend or Wife turning man into infant)
Friday, Feb 3rd
2:30PM

19,666,286

pre-teen
Friday, Feb 3rd
11:28AM

19,665,966

i'd rather see progression from young teens to adults more
Friday, Feb 3rd
11:22AM

19,664,437

It would be nice to see an Old Age regressions to more of a Young Adult, but Teenage would be the lowest I
would like to see it go.

Friday, Feb 3rd
10:34AM

19,663,727
Young adult!

Friday, Feb 3rd
10:14AM

I like every step of the regression. Maybe have some characters stop earlier, but at least one go all the way. Maybe
have a story with several characters where all their ages get mixed up?

Friday, Feb 3rd
8:42AM
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19,660,869
have a story with several characters where all their ages get mixed up? 8:42AM

19,660,569

Younger I dont like.
Friday, Feb 3rd
8:34AM

19,657,740

I do enjoy the regression scenes that take them slowly into the infant stage. Believe me, it does tend to take away
the fun when they go straight into the infant stage because the point of regression is the slow factor. Not to seem
flip-floppy but there is a time or a place for instant. Which I don't have to tell you, normally bases it off of the
situation that the individual is in.

Friday, Feb 3rd
6:56AM

19,653,947

Any age is fine although younger than teenager is preferable
Friday, Feb 3rd
3:20AM

19,653,935

all or the above.
Friday, Feb 3rd
3:18AM

19,653,642

Teenage years can be dramatic difference in moods, actions, morals, maturity, etc compared to the same person
in adulthood. So there's contrast to be drawn upon. 40 year old might think a 19 year old guy is all wrong for her
17 year old daughter. A regressed 40 year old might be just as smitten or moreso than her daughter with the guy.
And the regression can certainly go farther but I think it's best if some time is spent in this period (if it fits the
plot of course).

Friday, Feb 3rd
2:57AM

19,653,493

AR to girl age is cool!
Baby only if it fits to the story OR
is about to force a character to the end to start a new life.
But I'm not into Baby AR.

Friday, Feb 3rd
2:49AM

19,652,881

For me, baby is maybe too much, but I can handle it. My perfect point is the adolescence
Friday, Feb 3rd
2:14AM

19,652,560

Just enough for them to understand the humilation behind the change.
Friday, Feb 3rd
1:56AM

19,652,269
I'd like to see the adults still kind of close to the progressed person.

Friday, Feb 3rd
1:38AM

19,651,755

all of the above, does not have to be in the same comic, i just dont favor any particular kind so long as it's done
tastefully

Friday, Feb 3rd
1:00AM

19,651,348

Adolescent seems to be the sweet spot, as it doesn't enter in to slightly creepy territory. The main draw of AR for
me is the physical change, as the woman now has to struggle with clothes that no longer fit

Friday, Feb 3rd
12:28AM

19,651,239

Mostly to baby, though after reading Nexus Chronicles, regression to 4-6 years old has developed some appeal as
well.

My personal interest in the genre stems out of a control fetish; I was/am a "sleepy" fetishist first (superheroine
and other "action women" knockouts / carries etc for the most part) and came to AR (and a tiny bit of TG) later,
after an adjustment period where it came to not weirding me out. When I first came upon transformation fetishes
it made me uncomfortable, because I had some response to them and that wasn't sure that I "should". But
eventually I grew accustomed to that part of me and said "it's fine".

All human fetishes I think feed on novelty -- one needs new and different stimuli to stay interested.

Friday, Feb 3rd
12:20AM
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19,651,075

If you mean physical, i'd like to see toddler ages, possibly baby.
Mental, baby ages.

Friday, Feb 3rd
12:08AM

19,651,016

I'm not a fan at all of age regression past teenage years. I've bought your comics that featured younger AR, but
only those that also have an AP component to them. I would love to see you guys do some sort of "elderly to
young adult/teen AR" though

Friday, Feb 3rd
12:04AM

19,650,776

I'm fine with unbirth too like you used in one of your last comics but I think this is an acceptable amount.
Thursday, Feb 2nd
11:42PM

19,650,498

cause turning into a baby is to close to being a pedo...
Thursday, Feb 2nd
11:21PM

19,650,329

Like the idea of mature adult being turned into pouty brat or serious businesswoman becoming ditzy cheerleader,
etc.

Thursday, Feb 2nd
11:09PM

19,650,207

I guess that its the ultimate punishment for an adult to have all sexuality removed and left powerless and
dependent.

Thursday, Feb 2nd
11:01PM

19,649,948

Just a personal prefence, going down to that helpless is my favoirte
Thursday, Feb 2nd
10:47PM

19,649,795

Torn between teenage and adolescent. I really like both. I strongly dislike toddler/baby material.
Thursday, Feb 2nd
10:38PM

19,649,280

love to see transformation and shrinking into clothes, physical aspects, large clothes slipping off especially shoes
and socks, stripping of power control and authority

Thursday, Feb 2nd
10:14PM

19,649,138

Preschooler
Thursday, Feb 2nd
10:08PM

19,649,021

I have no interest in baby/diapering so stopping just on the other side of puberty is fine. And even then that's
probably pushing it to much unless you're looking for a darker or more comical way of doing it.

Thursday, Feb 2nd
9:59PM

19,648,949

Okay, I like the whole range here, including some not listed. I'm a big fan, for instance, of old women getting
regressed to young adulthood. It's also very cute when particularly mature-acting adults get turned into kids,
whether they try to maintain dignity or run around wrecklessly. In the end, though, my favorite is when arrogant,
bossy women get turned back into infants.

Thursday, Feb 2nd
9:54PM

19,648,868

I like AR to infancy because it includes all of the above ages.
Thursday, Feb 2nd
9:50PM

19,648,764

I love seeing a person regressed and helpless. Especially when they are forced to be diapered, dressed, bathed
and breast fed.

Thursday, Feb 2nd
9:44PM

19,647,645

They have to depend on others and even though they hate it they can do nothing about it
Thursday, Feb 2nd
8:54PM

I don't like to see AR go too young especially as inherent fetish material.
Thursday, Feb 2nd
8:45PM
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19,647,442

I don't like to see AR go too young especially as inherent fetish material.
8:45PM

19,647,189

If someone regresses from adulthood to infancy, I get to the them through several different stanges of
transformation and the transformation is longer.

Thursday, Feb 2nd
8:34PM

19,647,070

10 year old child because they are more cute
Thursday, Feb 2nd
8:29PM

19,646,690

Ultimately, though stopping at each point along the way is most awesome.
Thursday, Feb 2nd
8:11PM

19,646,564

Its just my personal opinion that adolescent and younger is too young.
Thursday, Feb 2nd
8:06PM

19,646,128

not a lot out there. i like it to always have a visual or text like reminder nearby on the page to keep the idea that
the girl has been transformed.

Thursday, Feb 2nd
7:44PM

19,645,371

I am an AB/DL and love the idea of becoming a baby again, having to wear and use diapers, and being changed by
former peers.

Thursday, Feb 2nd
7:19PM

19,644,297

It is the youngest option, but grade school is also good.
Thursday, Feb 2nd
6:37PM

19,644,264

adversity is tough
Thursday, Feb 2nd
6:35PM

19,644,261

I be an infantilist, as such I prefer the baby side of regression.
Thursday, Feb 2nd
6:35PM

19,644,257

While I'm personally more into the 'baby' endings, I think ending any comic BEFORE this ending is a waste (and I've
been disappointed on several comics from the site after taking the leap and buying them) because transforming
INTO a baby can encompass the other regressions. You can pretty much please everyone with a baby
transformation.

Thursday, Feb 2nd
6:34PM

19,644,250

love diapering and teasing
Thursday, Feb 2nd
6:22PM

19,643,724

all the way to various stages of human age except prenatal
Thursday, Feb 2nd
5:50PM

19,643,450

To me, the most dramatic and visible change/development occurs in a person between 10 and 20 years old. A
baby to an adolescent just gets taller. A teenager to an adult looks almost the same, just fills out a little more. But
in an adolescent to an adult, there a whole lot of stuff going on. So, in a mainly visual comic, the more pronounce
the changes the better the comic.

Thursday, Feb 2nd
5:30PM

19,643,446

Teenage or adolescent, girls who are still sexual, but reduced from past splendors. And more consistency in
regression of curves and such. In some stories, like the recent one with Marilyn and the youth ray, the women at
16 have figures more like a pre-teens, while being curvaceous adults. While shorter and less busty than as adults,
it's hard to believe a girl would develop that extensively so late in her teens. Just a thought.

Thursday, Feb 2nd
5:31PM

19,643,422

At least I would like to see toddler age.
Thursday, Feb 2nd
5:30PM
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19,643,422

19,643,307

Teenage is a cute age, and you are not quite a child but not quite an adult so there are not all the freedoms you
would have..adolescent is nice as well.

Thursday, Feb 2nd
5:23PM

19,643,079

I would love to see teen, adolescent regression that is forced into diapers.
Thursday, Feb 2nd
5:17PM

19,641,691

able to socialize and interact, but in changed capacity
Thursday, Feb 2nd
3:59PM

19,641,471

It's the time when the body sees the most changes. Teen or adolescent is just right for me. Like they're on the
edge of being an adult, but have to go through their teen or preteen years again.

Thursday, Feb 2nd
3:48PM

19,638,085

Personally, for age regression, I'm open for characters being regressed into kids, but with certain characters,
especially females, I like seeing them regressed into babies or toddlers.

Thursday, Feb 2nd
1:00PM

19,637,623

Ultimate Humiliation
Thursday, Feb 2nd
12:42PM

19,637,520

I like gradual regression, maybe pausing at teenage, adolescent, but ultimately at the baby stage.
Thursday, Feb 2nd
12:37PM

19,637,453

Actually it doesn't matter how far they regress
Thursday, Feb 2nd
12:33PM

19,637,433

As long as they lose puberty it's good. :)
Thursday, Feb 2nd
12:31PM

19,637,368

I find the concept of someone being regressed to an infant or toddler to be capable of better ideas where the
person could still be aware and has to be able to adapt to the considerable differences from when they were an
adult. It can also open the door for cute scenes and a cute story.

Thursday, Feb 2nd
12:30PM

19,637,265

There should be more AR where the victim becomes a preschooler as he/she can be put in more embarrassing
situations.

Thursday, Feb 2nd
12:24PM

19,637,052

AR to a baby means more phases of transformation.
Thursday, Feb 2nd
12:17PM

19,636,403

With process all the way through. Detail is everything.
Thursday, Feb 2nd
11:54AM

19,635,873

A adult regressing to a teen or adolescent is fine by me. Baby is ok but the other two are my favorites.
Thursday, Feb 2nd
11:37AM

19,635,657

its super cuite
Thursday, Feb 2nd
11:29AM

19,631,795

Child (sorry, it's my obsession)
Thursday, Feb 2nd
8:55AM

Because Age regression to infancy is so hot. being unable to control yourself and being so young and helpless is a Thursday, Feb 2nd
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19,631,642

Because Age regression to infancy is so hot. being unable to control yourself and being so young and helpless is a
big thing

Thursday, Feb 2nd
8:50AM

19,630,505

I like AR'd to baby regressions.
Thursday, Feb 2nd
7:57AM

19,629,984

thats the point,no?
Thursday, Feb 2nd
7:30AM

19,629,717 Back to the womb. The subject having to start over.
Thursday, Feb 2nd
7:16AM


